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Central banks are wielding a blunt instrument in a much trickier environment. 

Central banking looked pretty easy in the 1990s. Now it seems much harder. As central banks in the

US and UK try to rescue damaged financial sectors and soften the impact on the economy while at

the same time coping with inflationary shocks from oil and food prices, some commentators are even

suggesting the current model is broken. 

The 1990s were halcyon days. Most central banks had the operating systems, deregulated financial

markets and independence they needed; hard-to-handle supply-side shocks were rare; China

provided a constant stream of price-busting manufactured goods; and deregulation (together with

greater competition) attenuated the pricing rigidities that gave inflation its pernicious persistence in

the '70s. 

True, there were longstanding unresolved issues, such as what to do about asset price "bubbles";

supply-side shocks might still entail painfully high unemployment; and globalisation made it harder

for smaller countries to maintain effectively independent monetary policies (and made the exchange

rate the unpopular pressure point of policy). As well, there were the longstanding doubts about the

effectiveness of monetary policy in a downturn (monetary policy would be "pushing on a string"). 

Circumstances (some would say luck) kept these issues in abeyance, but if they resurfaced these

"sleepers" were well understood. There was, however, one issue where analysis was less advanced:

the central banks' responsibility to maintain financial system stability. 

While preventative measures at the micro level had been largely outsourced to prudential authorities

in many countries, central banks were left with responsibility for overall system-wide financial

stability. They would be centre stage if things went wrong, because they alone had the chequebook

as lender of last resort. 

While this remit was clear enough in principle ("don't let the financial system collapse"), it was

ill-defined operationally. There was no specific goal analogous to the price stability objective of

monetary policy. 

The UK, where the Bank of England was the first port of call when Northern Rock ran into trouble, is
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grappling afresh with this issue and it is to be given a specific operational mandate - although the

details are yet to be worked out. 

What, exactly, can be done? 

Most of the preventative measures to make the financial sector less prone to successive waves of

euphoria and panic still lie in the hands of the prudential agencies. But one obvious candidate for

attention at the macro level is asset price bubbles.Can central banks address these at source? Alan

Blinder suggests central banks should distinguish between bubbles such as the late-1990s tech

bubble and those driven by excessive credit growth. The first should be allowed to run their course

but where credit growth is the culprit, central banks should do something. The question is what? 

Stability and steady growth make investors overconfident. Indeed, periods of successful policy

encourage overconfidence and excesses. Irrational manias, panics and crashes seem part of the

human condition. 

Central banks have just one instrument - interest rates - to rein in both inflation and asset prices. But

the right setting to counter asset price inflation may be much too high for normal economic growth.

Next time round, central banks will be more inclined to lean against asset price excesses but will do

this without much hope of significantly constraining market euphoria. 

How can they avoid making the asymmetric response, in the form of vigorous measures to support the

economy and financial sector, when the inevitable bust arrives? 

The so-called "Greenspan put" is hard to resist, for all its moral hazard. If a single player (for

example, Bear Stearns - not even a proper bank) could be so vital as to require saving by the Fed,

then this market is fragile indeed. 

Central banks are better equipped than in the '70s. Inflation targeting holds out the hope of

anchoring price expectations. Once-off increases in the relative price of oil and food can be

accommodated - in the same way that firefighters fight a fire: they contain the initial blaze to stop it

spreading then let it burn itself out. 

Yes, monetary policy is a weak instrument to stimulate a lethargic economy, especially when it

coincides with financial sector weakness. But lower interest rates will ease the burden of debt

repayment and the accompanying weakness of the exchange rate encourages net exports. 

Yes, sharply lower rates could lead to inflation, but this is unlikely in a period of economic weakness,

so the issue is whether the Fed can pick the point in the cycle where it needs to reverse direction.
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(The danger of '70s-style stagflation seems overstated in today's more competitive and open world,

where the forces that maintained the pace of inflation - wages and various forms of indexation, plus

weak and politically pressured central banks - don't seem to apply). 

For all this, monetary policy is still an imprecise and blunt instrument wielded by fallible humans,

and now the environment in which it operates is far trickier. 

With the cross-currents of financial turmoil, international imbalances and cost-push price pressures,

the need for compromises between objectives is greater, policy misjudgements are more likely and

the room for critics to strut their contrary ideas is wider. 

The effortless achievement of low inflation and good growth of the 1990s is now just a memory. 
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